STATEWIDE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (CCPOA) AND
THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCR),
DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE (DJJ)
REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CONVERSION OF MCCLOUD HALL FROM INTAKE UNIT TO SEX
BEHAVIOR THERAPY PROGRAM (CDCR LOG #22-033-0, CALHR #3741, CCPOA #71414)

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on May 24, 2022, regarding the implementation of the Conversion of McCloud Hall from Intake Unit to Sex Behavior Therapy Program at DJJ. This Agreement becomes an addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 Memorandum of Understanding, in effect from July 3, 2020, through July 2, 2023, Article 27, Section 27.01.

1. CCPOA and the State (DJJ) agree the local N.A. Chaderjian Chapter President and one (1) Chapter designee, shall be released for up to two (2) hours of local State Release Time, to attend a local meet and discuss at the Northern California Youth Correctional Center to review the workload and location of the Medical Transport position to ensure safety and security. The local meet and discuss will occur within fifteen (15) calendar days of the date of this agreement.

2. The State (DJJ) and CCPOA agree that either party may request to reopen this table within forty-five (45) days from the date of this agreement, to resolve unforeseen impact issues that cannot first be resolved locally.
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